
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Hints , Tips, Guidelines & Egg sucking lessons for the firmus energy Super 5 Series 
 

Seriously though folks ---! 
 

As we expect a relatively large numbers of athletes, especially in the younger age groups, there are a few basics: 
 

 Lots of cars  

 Lots of bicycles 

 Lots of people  
 

Please take care of each other. 
 

All registration will be in ‘The Les Jones Room’ in the red brick building. Look for the signs! 
 

Look for your category. Minis,  U13,  U15,  U17,  Register, collect your competition number and pay. 

There will a check-in and pay table for those who have pre-registered. 
 

The competition area - ‘The Arena’- Is for competitors and officials only! 

While inside, treat the track as a busy road, checking before crossing. 

Never ! cross the grass infield !  Heavy, hard things being thrown around! 

 

UKA rules of competition will apply to all age groups with ‘officials discretion’ in operation for the minis. 

Young athletes should be aware of their own competition number, as a mixture of names and numbers is used to identify 

competitors before and during an event.  Always inform an official when leaving a field event to compete in a track event. 

Return to your field event as soon as possible, where, as long as the competition is still underway, any missed trials can be 

completed. (In high jump an athlete will resume at the bar height on their return.) 

 

On The Track. 
 

Please listen carefully to the marksman’s instructions. 
He/She will allocate race and lane order. (there will be several time trial races in each age group) 

BANG ! 
In sprint races, stay in your allocated lane all the way to the finish. Remain in your lane and turn to face the way you came. 

This helps the judges record your number. As soon your race is recorded please leave the arena. 
 

In The Field. 
 

There will be limited space, but enough to remain active awaiting your next attempt. 
Listen to instructions and be aware of your place in the queue. 

When leaving, remember the busy road ! 
 

 
 

First Aid will be located in the last parking bay near the stand. 
All officials and volunteers will be wearing Hi Viz with event logo. 

 

Have FUN!! 

 


